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1. The Economics of Remuneration and the Sociology of Inequality
For long marginal with respect to the priorities of sociological research, analysis of the
valuation of the goods and services circulating in markets has recently begun to occupy a more
important position (Beckert, 2009; Stark, 2009; Vatin, 2009). In the particular case of labor
markets, the hitherto prevailing division of tasks between economists and sociologists led the
former to concentrate primarily on the matter of defining salary levels and their consequences,
while the latter largely ignored them—such is the assessment proffered by Langton and Pfeffer
(1994) and Morris and Western (1999), to which we return later. Recent contributions to
sociology have made the question of remuneration levels—whether high (Godechot, 2007) or
very low (François and Chartrain, 2009)—a core element of their inquiries. From their work, it is
clear that examination of how the value of labor and the wages paid for it are assessed is essential
to the research agenda of market sociology, for which Beckert has identified the critically
important “value problem” (Beckert, 2009). Yet, despite having not been explicitly addressed in
the labor market sociology literature, has this question been totally ignored? Is the divide between
economists and sociologists anything more than an effect of labels and categories? For although
the valuation of labor and the definitions of remuneration flowing from it are central to the
research program of economists, sociology has also taken on these subjects, though in an indirect
way.
If one examines the sociological literature without heeding chapter headings and
statements of purpose and takes stock of the questions actually handled in field studies, the clearcut separation between the disciplines becomes very blurry. Even though they are not always
trained in economic sociology, sociologists have much to contribute to the question of salaries,
and the links between sociology and economics are not born of one field’s complete ignorance of
the other.
This is readily apparent in the fact that while sociology has not made of the analysis of
remuneration one of its objects of predilection, it has nonetheless address the topic indirectly in
handling one of the discipline’s principal themes: the study of social inequality. Since Weber, it
has been widely known that social inequality cannot be put down solely to economics (Weber,
1995; Bihagen, 2005), for salaries are surely only one source of economic inequality among social
actors just as labor is only one of their sources of income.1 The trend has thus been to distinguish
among labor income, social income and investment income. However, Piketty (2004) reminds us
that labor income represents a relatively stable majority share (about 60%) of total household
incomes in the economies of developed nations. Though the economic scale of it prevents us
from taking on all of the social inequalities of interest to sociology, labor income plays enough of
a structural role to merit further investigation. Since the foundational work of Blau and Duncan
(1967) the literature on social inequality has shed important light on the inequality of men’s and
women’s incomes (Marini, 1989; Hannan et al., 1990; Bernhardt et al., 1995; Cotter et al., 1997;
Brainerd, 2000; Blau and Kahn, 2006; Gupta et al., 2006; Johansson et al., 2005; Mandel and
1 It is important point out that we focus here on the monetary remuneration of labor, and have thus set aside the other
forms of reward that an actor may receive for accomplishing a task, whether symbolic or psychological (Kalleberg,
1977; Jencks et al., 1988; Baudelot and Gollac, 2003). This is not to suggest that such forms of retribution are
negligible; rather, the question we pursue is sufficiently complex in its purely monetary dimension that we have
chosen not to broaden the subject further.

Semyonov, 2005), and the salary discrimination confronting members of minority groups
(Lieberson, 1980; Kaufman, 1983; Carpenter, 2005; Western and Pettit, 2005).
Our question is more specific: what role does the study of labor markets play in
determining wages? According to Granovetter and Tilly (1988) the effects of the categories used
in studying income inequality—such as gender or ethnicity—can only be understood by
reconstituting a chain of causality which, sooner or later, leads to what they call a “labor process”:
in other words, variables such as these play a role in shaping income inequality, but only to the
extent that their effect is mediated by economic mechanisms. In more specific terms, inequalities
between men and women or between communities can in their view be explained by looking at
the dynamics of job rankings on the one hand, and those of matching individuals with jobs on
the other. It is because gender and ethnicity weigh on these mechanisms that differences in
remuneration levels appear and persist. It indeed seems accepted that, as Morris and Western
(1999) suggest, inquiries since Blau and Duncan into the processes that produce social
inequalities have given more and more importance to economic mechanisms (Gerber, 2006).
This begs the question: what mechanisms are they talking about? At the risk of
simplifying, one can distinguish two large groups of hypotheses, both of which are borrowed
from economics: human capital and segmentation. The theory of human capital dates from the
Sixties and comes from the Chicago economists (Becker, 1983). It introduces the hypothesis of
the heterogeneity of the labor factor while maintaining its neo-classical framework of reasoning:
social actors dispose of varying reserves of human capital, and thus are unequally capable of
contributing to the production of goods and services. The population (workforce) is therefore
distributed as a function of the level of human capital; labor demand depends on the demand for
goods and the level of human capital necessary to produce them, and the play of supply and
demand determines the levels of remuneration associated with the various levels of human
capital. This simple hypothesis—that salary levels depend on training—has been tested in a
number of studies that sought to grasp remuneration in sociological terms (Waldinger and
Robertson, 1994; Barron et al., 1993; Tienda and Lii., 1987; Zhou and Logan, 1989; Black et al.,
2005; Tomaskovic-Devey et al., 2005). It was largely to counter this first approach that other
sociologists borrowed the second hypothesis in an attempt to define a sociological program for
the study of remuneration. To them, sociologists who make use of the human capital hypothesis
share the same premise with orthodox labor market economists: they index differences of
remuneration to individual characteristics. To such an atomized approach of the social sphere they
sought an opposing perspective that underscored how differences in remuneration relate first and
foremost to collective data and, more specifically, social structures. This in turn begs the question,
which ‘structures’? The term is generic enough to refer to extremely varied sets of problems;
however, the ‘structures’ referred to most often are segments of the labor market. The labor
market is not homogenous, but is instead divided into segments that have varying levels of
remuneration as well as heterogeneous methods for determining remuneration. The analysis of
remuneration then focuses no longer on the individual characteristics of wage-earners but instead
on the collective structures (segments) into which they fall (Averitt, 1968; Piore, 1973, 1975,
1978). Much empirical work has relied on the segmentation theory (Neuman and Ziderman,
1986; Domanski, 1990; Baron and Bielby, 1984; Kalleberg et al., 1981; McManus, 2000; Menger,
2003), but the ultimate goal some hoped to achieve with it has been elusive, that of founding a
specifically sociological approach to labor markets and to the formation labor remuneration.
Most texts that raise the question in these terms—whether to plead for this sort of sociological
imperialism (Kalleberg and Sorensen, 1979; Granovetter, 1981; Kalleberg, 1989) or to demolish it
(Smith, 1990) —have remained essentially programmatic. Sociology has not ignored the question
of remuneration, and in sociology’s understanding of it economic mechanisms play a central role.
However, do these economic mechanisms not themselves turn on the notion of labor market? To
what extent should our understanding of the mechanisms behind the valuation and determination
of labor remuneration be informed by market sociology?

Taken on their own, these concepts seem to follow from one another: if sociology is
going to borrow the two central hypotheses guiding the work explicitly devoted to this question
from economics, then the notion of the market must indeed be instrumental in understanding
remuneration. The theory of human capital rests on a series of optimal decisions made by actors
who choose to pursue training, and by employers who bring the worker’s marginal cost into
parity with his or her marginal productivity (which in turn depends on prior investment). The
theories of segmentation question the hypothesis that markets are homogenous, but do not call
their existence into question: it is indeed markets that segments divide. Looked at more closely,
the notion of market—paradoxically—turns out to be analytically superfluous to the sociological
research that makes use of these hypotheses. The theory of human capital essentially provides a
frame for approaches that seek to measure the impact of the effects of training and skills
accumulation on remuneration. As for work that hinges on “structural” hypotheses, it too
employs the latter as a structural framework that shapes the determination of remunerations. The
market is at best an arena to be deconstructed and segmented, and almost never enters into the
analysis as an analytical tool.
Going further, sociological texts can be divided between those that make use of a notion
of the market that the authors attribute to economists and that assimilates the market de facto with
pure and perfect competition, and those that propose a much more generic sociological
understanding of the market (such as that of Kalleberg and Sorensen [1979]). The former focus
their analyses on situations that they define in opposition to the ‘pure’ market, namely internal
markets (Doeringer and Piore, 1971) or closed markets (Sarfati-Larson, 1977; Paradeise, 1984);
for the latter, the labor markets designate the following:
[…] arenas in which workers exchange their manpower for salaries, status and other
forms of remuneration. As a consequence, the concept refers primarily to the institutions
and practices governing sales, purchases, and the setting of prices for labor services.
These structures include the ways in which workers are distributed among jobs and the
rules governing work, mobility, the acquisition of skills and training, as well as the
distribution of salaries and other forms of remuneration. (351-352)
The idea of the market in both cases is ultimately of little use for analysis. Inasmuch as one is
given to conflate the market with pure competition—an assimilation fraught with problems, to
say the least—the ‘economists’ market’ is too far removed from reality to expect any empirical
gains from it to distance us from results established previously: as a result, a situation that
economists deploy as an analytical reference is in fact an empirical exception, and is one that
presupposes extremely heavy investment to be achieved (Garcia, 1986). In adopting Kalleberg
and Sorenson’s definition (1979) one does have a context within which to reason, but one is still
far from possessing an analytical tool: how does one go about identifying within their critical
framework the “market forces” which one must either passively surrender to or push back
against, depending on one’s political options? The temptation is great in such conditions to
abandon the term or make of it a local preconception that analysis will seek to deconstruct and
substitute with other tools deemed analytically better founded, whether networks (Granovetter,
1995), actor systems and organizational processes (Friedberg, 1997), labor processes (Granovetter
and Tilly, 1988), or labor systems (Marsden, 1999). Following each of these conclusions further
underscores the labor market’s share in the analysis of remuneration: if one of the results of
analysis is to show that labor markets do not exist, then those results can in no way bear upon
our understanding of the differences in remuneration that do exist.
The notion of labor market does not have to be abandoned. In the following pages, we
seek to demonstrate the usefulness of Max Weber’s definition of the market as presented by R.
Swedberg (1998) by showing how research on the determination of remuneration can find its
place in this analytical context. R. Swedberg (1998) reminds us that even though Weber

considered the market to refer to an “amorphous structure” (1992), his definition of the notion
of market is undoubtedly one of the most functional definitions available to sociologists. For
Weber (1995b), “one must talk about markets once a majority of candidates for an exchange
enter into competition for a chance at the exchange, no matter how one-sided” (410). Swedberg
(1998) lends further precision to this definition by noting that a market can be broken down into
two sets of interaction. The first game of interaction puts all of those on the side of demand into
competition on the one hand, and suppliers on the other; this process of competition allows for
selection of a particular supplier and demander, who are then likely to proceed with an exchange.
The second game of interaction concerns the exchange between one particular supplier and one
particular demander. This definition is the one we shall retain here, while showing how the
research on the question of remuneration can shape and expand it.
2. Competition and Remuneration
Competitive Strategies
Following the definitions Weber (1978) and Simmel (1999, p. 297-319) give of
competition, we might suggest that it denotes an indirect struggle over opportunities for
exchange. Consequently, this presupposes the accumulation of resources and the implementation
of strategies aimed not at delivering blows directly at adversaries but that lead instead to parallel
efforts by actors in conflict in the market (François, 2008). Analysis of the first game of
interaction allows us to pinpoint new approaches that may help account for how remuneration
takes shape. Levels of remuneration can depend on the resources actors commit to their
competitive struggles. Hence Granovetter (1995), in his classic study of the white-collar labor
market in Boston shows how “weak links” represent the most efficient resource at the disposal of
actors; more precisely, actors who mobilized “weak links” in the search for employment have
access to better-paying jobs than those who utilized other resources. Testing this hypothesis,
Bridges and Willemez (1986) and Marsden and Hulbert (1988) show that the net effect of labor
relations is less clear than that evidenced by Granovetter; their results notwithstanding, the
attention given by each to the modalities of competitive struggle among actors and their
implications for remuneration levels is decisive.
Remuneration level is not only a result of competitive struggles: it can also be an instrument
of them. Workers may be tempted to lower their salary expectations in order to increase their
chances of being hired. Yet competition over remuneration does not occur only among those
supplying labor: attention must be given to the competing strategies among companies to
understand how salaries are defined in certain labor markets. In the labor market for musicians
specialized in ancient music, remuneration offered by the ancient music ensembles is one of the
key elements in the competitive struggle that pits them against each other in the labor market.
That labor market struggle is itself determined by the relative positions the ensembles hold in the
various markets in which they compete, namely concert, compact disc and sponsorship markets
(François, 2005). The competitive strategies of the various actors and the resources they mobilize
cannot properly be understood without taking into consideration the characteristics of the goods
and services that the workforce allows one to produce. They are thus strongly marked by the
more or less high degree of uncertainty that weights on the product market. S. Rosen (1981) has
shown how the large differences in remuneration seen in the cultural industries are a reflection of
how uncertainty is managed: by concentrating the bulk of production on a few safe bets, by
reproducing a single product in great quantities (a CD or a film, for example), one can profit the
most from major economies of scale, and keep outsiders—whose chances of success are
uncertain—on the margins, where remuneration is much smaller.

It is therefore obvious that analysis of the competition between suppliers on the one hand
and demanders on the other must not lead one to neglect one of the accepted principles of
market sociology which, ever since Hirsch’s foundational article (1972) has been highly interested
in “market intermediaries” (Cochoy and Dubuisson, 2000). These intermediaries merit analysis as
actors intervening in the definition and implementation of the competitive strategies of suppliers
and demanders. For instance, Bielby and Bielby (1999) show how decisive the role agencies play
in shaping the careers of script-writers is: authors taken on by those agents who go beyond their
simple intermediary roles and take an active part in productions are likely to be better paid than
those represented by more traditional agents. Focusing on competitive strategies requires that
one reconstruct the strategies, alliances, and resources invested by actors in the indirect struggle
pitting them against one another.
Among the various competitive strategies, what Weber called “closure” plays a highly
significant role in the labor markets, since it refers to situations that one might call
“professional”—in the sense of profession as opposed to occupation (Parsons, 1965; Wilensky,
1964)—or “closed labor markets”( Sarfati-Larson, 1977; Paradeise, 1984). In situations where one
group gains a monopoly over the completion of a specific task and eventually becomes able to
determine how the labor market is regulated within itself, it is possible for the modalities by
which remuneration is defined to become stabilized: in such cases, the resources needed to earn
an increase in remuneration are stabilized and formalized, and remuneration ceases to be a
discriminatory resource in the struggle among various actors. Karpik’s work on lawyers illustrates
the importance that ought to be given to the question of price in analysis of professional groups.
Karpik situates the question of remuneration within the context of an “economy of quality” in
which the encounter between supply and demand is not guaranteed by changes in price but
instead by an agreement on quality: price is decided after the transactional principle has been
established. In this context, he shows that lawyer honoraria are determined in the context of an
economy of moderation: the asymmetry of information that constitutes the relationship between
lawyers (who know their quality) and their clients (who do not) is mitigated by an economy of
moderation, in other words by the control the group exerts on itself. Thus the strategy of closure
that had caught Mr. Weber’s attention can be found at the heart of the practices of professional
groups amply studied by the sociology of professions. It is nonetheless one strategy among the
many weighing on the determination of remuneration: the result of struggles as well as an
instrument, remuneration lies at the core of the competitive processes at work in labor markets.
Institutions of Competition
The competitive struggle does not take place in a social vacuum, far from it: it is framed
by rules, mechanisms, and organizations, institutions that help define what level of resources is
appropriate in the struggle with other actors. Our purpose here is not to mark out economic
institutions that have been widely studied in the past thirty years (Meyer and Rowan, 1977;
DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Greenwood et al., 2008); instead we point to examples of
institutions that weigh in on the determination of remuneration. The first type of institution
capable of shaping competitive processes refers to what Descombes (1996) calls the “institutions
of meaning,” and that followers of Durkheim designated as categories of collective
understanding. In negotiations and strategies, actors mobilize capacities for action and categories
of understanding that are socially instituted, and that inform the way in which they enter into
competition with the other actors in the labor market. A brief look at R. Biernacki’s (1995) key
scholarship helps drive this point home. In his comparison of the invention of labor in England
and Germany, Biernacki develops the following simple hypothesis: according to him, “different
conceptions of labor-as-commodity engendered national differences in method of remuneration,
assessment of products and costs, disciplinary techniques, labor rights, and even factory

architecture” (p.2). The two conceptions of labor-as-commodity, manpower in Germany and
materialized labor in England, have much to do with how remuneration is calculated. In both
countries, weavers were paid by the piece; in England, however, fabric length and thickness were
part of the basis for remuneration, while in Germany, fabric thickness and the number of return
trips of the cart were factored into remuneration (p. 41 and infra). For Biernacki, these two modes
of calculation refer directly to the contrasting notions of labor-as-commodity prevailing in
England and Germany, the first emphasizing materialized labor (England) and the second
privileging manpower (Germany). The varying factors used in calculating remuneration are
indices of categories of collective understanding for Biernacki, categories with which employers
and employees reason when confronting each other or when competing in the labor market.
Categories of understanding are nonetheless just one example of an institution shaping
the competitive dynamics at work in the labor market and weighing upon the strategies of actors
in it. Much more explicit and formalized rules also help define what resources are appropriate for
actors to bring to bear in the competitive struggle. The competitive processes of labor markets
are in part framed by rules instituted in collective bargaining. The substantial field of inquiry into
employment relations has a number of critical contributions to make to the analysis of
remuneration: in Western countries, the impact of employment relations (gauged by the rate of
membership in unions) accounts for 20 to 40% of remuneration inequality (Card, 1992a; Morris
and Western, 1999), despite the extent—real or imagined—to which collective bargaining has
eroded in those countries (Wallerstein et al., 1997). Collective bargaining has two primary effects.
First, it helps raise the average level of remunerations, by taking advantage of a reduction of
competition among workers that can ultimately grant workers monopoly power: numerous
studies on both smaller-scale and national levels have found evidence of a connection between
rates of union membership and average levels of remuneration (Freeman and Medoff, 1984;
Feldman, 1982; Moll, 1993). Collective bargaining also reduces the scattering of remuneration by
defining scales that firmly match remuneration levels to levels of qualification and by instituting
mechanisms for automatic promotion. This is in contrast to individualized systems for
determining remuneration based on merit that favor increased competition among labor suppliers
and a greater heterogeneity in remuneration (Freeman, 1980; Freeman and Medoff, 1984; Moll,
1993). Employment relations thus bear on the determination of remuneration in that they
frame—to lesser and greater extents—the competitive strategies of the various actors. Once
salary scales are in place for instance, the room for maneuver of various actors has changed, and
the processes for determining remuneration depend less on competitive strategies and more on
shared rules.
Research on employment relations has done more than just shed light on the effects of
union membership on specific labor markets; it has also explored the conditions and
circumstances in which the power of labor unions shapes the processes for determining
remuneration. How, for instance, does the power of unions vary as a function of the
concentration of the industry in which they operate? There are differing answers to this question.
For instance, Hirsch and Connolly (1987) show that the effects of unionization on remuneration
are no more noticeable in highly concentrated industries, while Rose (1991) builds on Ashenfelter
and Johnson’s model of union negotiation power (1969) to show that conglomerates are better
suited to face union demands. It is only by going beyond the single measurement of
concentration and making the criteria with which we account for the heterogeneity of firms and
industries more sophisticated that we can understand the conditions in which unions manage to
win profits for employees. Hirsh and Connolly (1987) suggest abandoning measurements of
concentration in favor of funding for R&D and measuring competitive protections provided to
firms and industries, and Mishel (1986) intersects several criteria (the structure of product
markets, negotiation structures, union divisions) to show that salary gains achieved by unions are
greater when the discretionary power of firms in the product market is greater, that negotiation is
centralized, and that unions are not fragmented. When firms belong to markets that are highly

competitive and they exert little power over product pricing, the centralization of negotiation is
of negligible benefit.
A considerable part of the mechanisms that frame and shape competitive struggles
emerge from collective bargaining and belong to the study of employment relations. The state
also plays a decisive role, by imposing rules that define minimal levels of remuneration or by
setting up salary guarantee mechanisms that modify the competitive strategies of actors in the
labor market. Public power usually intervenes in wage competition in order to establish minimum
levels. The consequences of introducing a minimum wage have gotten much attention, but what
are its effects on average remuneration levels and how they distribute themselves out? What are
its effects on employment? The assessment proposed by Card and Krueger (1995) hints that
introducing a minimum wage tends to increase the average level of remuneration without
negatively impacting employment; such is the case explored in the famous study by Katz and
Krueger (1992) of fast food restaurants in New Jersey, and in Card’s work (1992b) on the effects
of increasing the minimum wage in California at the end of the 1980s. Furthermore, Card
(1992b) shows that a minimum wage has the effect of narrowing the spread of remuneration
levels, even if its effect on reducing poverty is unclear (Neumark et al., 2005).
While it is understandable to suggest that minimum remuneration levels have a positive
effect on average salary levels, how can a positive impact on employment be explained?
Conventional (neo-classical) wisdom would have it that salary increases mean a decrease in
employment. Several hypotheses have been put forth: some point to employers wielding
monopsonistic power, which could lead to setting wage levels too low—a raise in salaries would
entice new workers to enter the labor market without calling the employers’ economic balance
into question (Katz and Krueger (1992) show salary raises do not translate into higher product
prices). Further progress in understanding the mechanisms that may connect the creation of
minimum wages to average salary levels, degrees of spread of salary levels, and to the availability
of employment, it will be necessary to develop finer distinctions, along the lines of what Mara
(2001) proposes in a study on minimum wage increases in Indonesia. Over the course of the
1990s, the minimum wage in Indonesia tripled in nominal terms and doubled in real terms. Its
effects on average salary levels were relatively modest, its effects on employment were varied:
small firms saw their employment volumes noticeably decrease, while those of the larger firms
increased. Grasping the root causes of such divergent developments doubtlessly requires—as
Sorensen (1994) suggests—complementing analyses based essentially on regressions with more
qualitative inquiries, better suited to shedding light on the concrete mechanisms through which
establishing a minimum wage makes itself felt in wage negotiations between employers and
salaried employees.
Whether looking at the categories of collective understanding actors bring to bear, the
rules put in place by collective bargaining, or the legal measures imposed by the State, taking
institutions into account is a vital step in understanding the processes of determining
remuneration. If we accept that grasping the competitive strategies in play in the labor market
between suppliers on the one hand and demanders on the other is integral to the analysis of these
processes, then it also becomes necessary to map out those institutions able to weigh on these
processes, and to give account of the ways in which they shape the resources and strategies of
actors.
3. Exchange and Exchange Closure: from Market to Organization
Remuneration Negotiation, Level and Form

As we discussed above, the Weberian definition of the market requires us to take the
competitive interactions between labor suppliers on the one hand and demanders on the other, as
well as the relationship of exchange that that competition allows to come into being between each
party. The relationship of exchange is a unique one in the labor market, and it implies that two
generally distinct dimensions of the relation between supplier and demander be taken into
account. First, there is the actual moment of hire: this brief, liminal time establishes conditions of
their exchange, including monetary conditions. Second, the nature of the relation created between
employers and workers begs analysis as well: what is the duration of their relation? What
hierarchical relationships are in place between the two actors? The second dimension brings the
question of remuneration back to the fore, only this time setting aside the matter of level in favor
of shedding light on the heterogeneity of remuneration’s forms. We shall examine each point in
turn.
In the past fifteen years, the study of hiring processes has noticeably recast analysis of
labor markets given rise to compelling research (Eymard-Duvernay and Marchal, 1997; Laubach,
2005). Owing to their focus on the heterogeneity of scales used in evaluating potential hires, this
scholarship pays fairly little attention to how remuneration is determined. Though M.
Granovetter (1981) had made the question of salary matching a fundamental part of his research
program, this last has seen precious little follow-up. Granovetter identified three main factors
shaping remuneration levels: “a) characteristics of the work and of the employer; b) those of the
individual in the job; c) the way in which a) and b) are connected” (p. 12). It is thus the match
between supply and demand that should be the focus of attention for sociologists seeking to
analyze remuneration. While one may question the exclusivity Granovetter seems to attach to the
matching process, it is clear that the analysis of remuneration cannot neglect the key moment in
which work conditions—especially monetary ones—are negotiated (or are not negotiated, as we
shall see). The comparison of academic job markets in France, Germany and the United States by
Musselin (2005) illustrates this point. Musselin reports that these markets share the same trait of
being markets of quality, in Karpik’s sense of the term (1989): the principle behind the
recruitment of a given candidate is decided by committee based on an assessment of the
candidate’s qualities, while the price is discussed later (by price Musselin has in mind monetary
remuneration as well as various material and logistical benefits). Musselin reveals a gradation
between France, where salaries are set in established pay scales and cannot be negotiated,
Germany, where price variations are caused by regulatory mechanisms and budgetary constraints
weighing on institutions, and the United States, where negotiations following the recruiting
decision can heavily impact price determination. In other words, negotiation plays a very different
role from one market to another: for it to count, regulatory mechanisms and budgetary margins
for maneuver must be sufficiently large to afford actors some give. When this is the case, grasp of
negotiation practices is a vital step toward understanding how remuneration is determined. In the
American market, for example, Musselin shows that when hiring junior faculty, departmental
chairpersons conduct the negotiation, and thereby serve as intermediaries between candidates and
deans, the true employer representatives. In this triangular game, the strategies employed by the
intermediary tend to push salaries higher. By indicating to the candidate a salary close to the
maximum offered by the university, and by relating to the dean that the candidate’s desired salary
is close to the minimum he or she is willing to accept, the chair seeks to secure the highest salary
possible for the candidate. At stake for the chair is the chance to secure a salary increase for his
or her entire department by getting the new member hired with a generous salary. Again, even
though junior faculty recruiting is much more structured than that of senior faculty, one cannot
understand salary determination without reconstructing negotiation in detail.
The bond created between those labor suppliers and demanders is not just a negotiated
relationship. It is an employment relation between two actors, and remuneration is both a
byproduct (symptom) and a dimension of that connection. Sociologists have looked closely at
transformations in employment relations (Supiot, 1998; Vatin and Bernard, 2007), and their work

has shed decisive light on forms of remuneration. By forms of remuneration, we mean both the
nature of remuneration (salaries, honoraria, etc.) and their mode of determination: is remuneration
fixed or variable (and if so, what criteria cause it to vary?), is it one-off, or recurring (if so, for
how long?)? To clarify the nature of different forms of remuneration we shall start from the
ideal-type distinction between salaried and freelance labor. Taken broadly, these two forms of
work activity differ in that for the latter, the results of labor are what one is being paid for, while
for the former one is remunerated for making one’s manpower available. Following Garnier
(1986), the scale of the distinction between freelance and salaried remuneration can be identified.
Garnier reminds us that wage-earners do not limit themselves to promising to complete a task,
but place themselves under the employer’s authority for the execution of work. From this first
distinction follows an important difference in nature between profit and salaries: because they are
in charge of labor, employers have its profits and its risks. In exchange for giving up control of
the organization of their professional activities, workers acquire the right to a salary—for the
duration of the contract—free of the firm’s economic vagaries. Freelance workers keep control
of the execution of their labor and assume the economic risks of their activity; they are
remunerated according to the results of their work and not for the availability of their manpower.
For Garnier, the difference in nature between remuneration paid to freelancers and salaried
employees stems from the fact that in each case it is not the same thing that is being
remunerated: for salaried labor, employers buy a potentiality, while in the case of freelancers,
employers acquire a result.
The heterogeneity of forms of remuneration can thus begin to be mapped out according
to their nature, separating remuneration paid in the context of freelance labor from salaried
remuneration. Forms of remuneration can also be distinguished as a function of how they are
determined, i.e. whether fixed or variable, one-time or recurring. This second dimension captures
the heterogeneity of remunerative forms within the large categories we have just identified:
remuneration of freelance labor, for example, takes many different forms. An inroad into
marking out this terrain can be found in Mottez (1996), who distinguishes between
subcontracting on the one hand, to specify “the mode of labor organization in which workers
take on the execution of work from employers, are paid for that work, and themselves
remunerate other workers they deemed worth hiring to assist them with the task” (p. 16; see
chapter 1 as well), and piecework on the other, in which workers sell the product of their labor to
employers without hiring other workers whom they will in turn compensate. There is an
additional form of freelance remuneration, that of the “honorable” professions, the honorarium
(Coster, 1975). For Coster, honorarium denotes a mode of self-employed remuneration in which
sums vary by client. He underscores the ambiguities that go into the calculation of honoraria:
first, the relationship between the professional and the client is asymmetrical and should be
controlled by professional standards. The rhetoric of selflessness in this domain—Coster points
out how the services of a lawyer or a doctor “have no price”[p. 378])—suggests that honoraria
are in no way comparable to prices adequate to the provision of such services. Second, Coster
uses economic analysis of the often very high sums of honoraria to show that “the margin
between the commercial price and the service provided by those in certain non-commercial
professions is shrinking, and that the sizable difference between the two has more to do with a
rationalizing discourse than with actual social practices” (p.378).
The heterogeneity of remuneration paid out in the context of salaries is even greater than
that which divides freelance remuneration: at stake in research on payment by salary is the
important goal of shedding light on the very profound heterogeneity of situations involved
(Castel, 1999; Vatin and Bernard, 2007). In focusing on the contemporary era Menger (2003)
points to two paradoxical trends that structure payment by salary, trends that had previously been
identified by Supiot (2002). First, payment by salary is widespread: the rate of salaried
employment rose throughout the 20th century to reach nearly 90% in the last decade. However,
Menger notes that “the particular types of employment on the one hand—short-term contracts,

temporary work, apprenticeship contracts, paid internships, contracts sponsored with help from
government employment initiatives—and the expansion of part-time work on the other have
profoundly altered the image of the salaried workforce” (p. 224). Furthermore, such unusual
forms of employment had until recently been taken to be adjustment variables tied to phases of
economic cycles, to concern largely low-skilled workers, and to be found in use on the margins of
the labor market, particularly in the early and late stages of workers’ careers. Menger shows that
these notions are misguided, that such atypical forms affect all skill levels, can intervene at any
moment in the careers of individuals, and can no longer be analyzed as measures for absorbing
shocks of difficult economic climates. Salaried remuneration covers an ever-increasing variety of
situations, leading to a breakdown of the legal frameworks able to “particularize management of
individual labor situations, levels of insurance coverage, rights of recourse to public or private
anti-unemployment campaigns, the expansion of professional activity, and the transitions
throughout the cycle of life between an increasing number of work stages (integration,
employment, training, parental leave, unemployment, retraining, early retirement, etc.)” (p. 228).
As it has spread, salaried employment has fragmented, and its fragmentation has lead to a
proliferation of its forms of remuneration.
Remuneration, Labor Markets and Organization
The study of remuneration cannot be limited to the study of levels of remuneration; one
must also understand the heterogeneity and specificity of its forms. By assembling a partial
inventory of its forms, one can see that sense can be made of its heterogeneity with the help of
the criterion of stability, the greater or lesser degree of stability that remuneration maintains
between labor suppliers and employers. In other words, forms of remuneration secure more or
less exigent forms of closure of labor relations. As Sorensen (1994) shows, that closure has the
effect of creating what Marshall (1961) termed rent. Rent refers to the revenue from an asset
(fertile land, a major artistic talent, an attractive location, etc.) that is greater than the sums
required to make use of the asset. In the case in point, rent is a result of joining a set of workers
and a firm, the combination of which produces a benefit greater in value than the sum of values
of each of its parts: Marshall calls this composite rent. Sorensen reminds us that composite rents
have a property that is of capital importance in how sociology determines its objects of study
when approaching remuneration: there is no single market solution for how to divide up this
surplus. In other words, sharing out of composite rent among the constituents who create it
happens only through negotiation. To analyze remuneration, sociology cannot stay outside the
gates of the proverbial kingdom: it must enter inside companies to describe and analyze how
rents are apportioned.
To review, if we move beyond the labor market in our analysis of remuneration,
part of that analysis must bear on the heterogeneity of forms involved. We then find that they
generally hinge on a more or less rigorous closure of labor relations, closure that generates
composite rent; furthermore, to understand how that rent is shared out one must look inside
firms. In other words, there can be no sociological analysis of remuneration that focuses on the
mechanisms at work in the labor markets without also grasping what is unfolding within
organizations at the same time. Our reasoning leads us to echo an analytical principle at the core
of Baron and Bielby’s research (1980): the sociology of labor markets and organizational
sociology are at a point of intersection. Thus we find research that seeks to establish a direct link
between the internal organization of labor and the remuneration of those engaged by it (cf. the
work collected by Baron and Cook (1992). Talbert and Bose (1977) provide evidence of an
impact on remuneration levels that is inherent to organizational contexts, and independent of
both individual characteristics and the functioning of the labor market. In addition, Kalleberg and
Van Buren (1996) indicate that a relationship can be found between the size of an organization
and remuneration levels by showing that remuneration is greater in large companies (and

particularly in those which have created internal markets), while Ferrall (1995) focuses on a more
specific population in order to show that understanding the remuneration of American engineers
absolutely requires understanding their position in the hierarchy of their organizations.
Their work seeks to elucidate the causal chains that allow us to go beyond the
programmatic discourse of Baron and Bielby or Sorensen (Osterman, 2006; Pencavel et al., 2006),
if not to develop a fuller, more systematic representation altogether. Going in this direction,
Cappelli and Cascio (1991) show that the jobs that pay the largest bonuses are the ones that sit
atop promotion ladders, require more specific skills, and—to a lesser extent—provide a degree of
influence within the organization. In order to define these causal links more precisely, one
possible research strategy may be to examine how the impact of certain organizational
characteristics on remuneration varies in relation to characteristics of individuals and of sectors of
activity. For example, Villemez and Bridges (1988) provide evidence of a link between the size of
an organization and the level of remuneration; yet, by showing that their connection varies
according to group (populations are separated by gender, type of occupation and industry), they
make clear that it is largely an indirect relation that is mediated by internal markets, requisite
conditions regarding linguistic mastery, and by unionization. As a result, the effects of
organizational size can also vary based on whether a firm has one or multiple sites. More
specifically, firm size bears most heavily on remuneration for white-collar workers, while for
blue-collar workers the size of the site is more significant. In more analytical terms, Sorensen
(1994) offers an impressive inventory of incentive strategies used by firms, and parses out those
strategies that connect the level of remuneration to worker effort from those that tie
remuneration to results. Regardless of the perspective or disciplinary approach employed in each
case, these researchers show that in economies where the great majority of social actors find their
primary source of income in labor, and where their incomes most often take the form of a salary
that links workers more or less enduringly to an organization, one cannot hope to give proper
account of remuneration without also inquiring into the dynamics of labor markets and of
organizations.
Conclusion
To conclude, we return to our initial questions. The sharing-out of disciplinary work
seems very different from what we described at the start: sociology has in fact tackled the
question of remuneration amply, and it has done so by borrowing much from economics. The
contributions of sociology to the question are not exclusively—nor perhaps much at all—
economic sociology: studies of inequality, for instance, have contributed keen insights into the
question. When focused on economic mechanisms, sociologists borrow heavily from economics
in both its orthodox versions (human capital) and heterodox (the theory of segmentation). What
role does the notion of labor market play in sociological inquiry into the question of
remuneration? The only possible answer to this question is ambivalent: on one hand, few studies
make real use of the notion as an operative and heuristic tool; instead, the literature utilizes the
notions of segments, networks, labor processes, employment systems, or employment relations.
On the other hand, we sought to show that much research could expand on the Weberian
definition of market. Remuneration is at the heart of the competitive processes at work between
suppliers and demanders, processes described de facto in many empirical studies. Remuneration
can be the result of these processes, when its level depends on the resources committed by actors
in competitive struggle with one another, and it can be the instrument of these processes, when
actors attempt to outmatch their rivals by increasing remuneration levels. The competitive
processes are framed by the actors’ categories of understanding, by the total or partial closure of
markets, and by rules enforced by employment relations or public powers. The study of
remuneration also gains much from consideration of the exchange between suppliers and

demanders: on the one hand, analysis of hiring processes sheds light on how the level of
remuneration is defined, while on the other analysis of the link between employers and workers
(salaried or freelance) is integral to understanding the forms remuneration takes.
From our partial exploration of the literature, two final questions remain, and they are of
a piece: what role should be reserved for labor markets in the analysis of remuneration? What
role should the study of remuneration have in the analysis of labor markets? The literature shows
that while labor markets are of major importance, that attention should not be exclusive: first, it
is not clear that all of the effects of the sociological factors likely to shape remuneration
distribution (such as gender, age, place of residence, education-level, etc.) are mediated entirely
and exclusively by labor markets. Second, as we have shown, analysis of labor markets has shed
light on more or less rigorous closure phenomena that require us to follow up that inquiry with
analysis of organizational practices. To return at last to the question of whether remuneration is a
pertinent object of study for labor market sociologists, the answer is also two-fold: it surely is,
although it does not seem to merit being a privileged or exclusive one. Remuneration is just one
dimension of the competition and exchange at work in labor markets and, while there is no
reason to keeping it veiled in secrecy, there is just as little reason for it to become the
predominant subject of all relevant inquiry. In other words, while the question of remuneration is
clearly too important to be left to economists alone, it is also too specific to become the sole
preoccupation of sociologists.
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